Membership Meeting

Agenda
DATE: Friday March 4th, 2022
In-Person ONLY: MD Spirit River Chambers

TIME: 10:00 AM – 2:00 PM
Need Help: 780-527-6232(PREDA Cell)

4202 50 St, Spirit River, AB

Theme – Metallic & Industrial Minerals in the Peace Region
Background: Development of metallic and industrial mineral resources in Alberta has long been
overshadowed by a focus on oil, natural gas, oil sands and coal. With a huge global demand for
metallic and industrial minerals, the GOA is currently prioritizing this untapped economic opportunity
for the province. This meeting will identify potential economic opportunities within the PREDA region
for these metallic & industrial minerals. Thank-you to the MD of Fairview for suggesting this topic.
10:00AM Call to Order/ Welcomes - Elaine Garrow - MD of Sprit River; PREDA Chair
Alberta Energy Minister - Press Conference Video (November 2021)

½ Hour

10:30AM Mapping of Minerals Over the course of 100 years of oil & gas in Alberta there have been
460,000+ wells drilled. Inadvertently these wells have provided a huge core sampling inventory for mineral
exploration. The Alberta Geological Survey (AGS) is the steward of this collection and all associated data. AGS
will present an overview of the interactive mapping services available that show where mineral deposits have
been identified.
11:00PM Mineral Ownership Mineral ownership is defined in detail in the Mines and Minerals Act, and its
associated regulations. Mineral rights are registered in accordance with the Land Titles Act. However the
situation can be very complex if there is more than one regulatory body impacted. For example, lithium brine
over-laps water rights, mineral rights and the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER). Bill 82, the Mineral Resource
Development Act, received royal assent on December 2, 2021 which aligned the ARE’s authority over minerals
for metallic and industrial mineral development.
11:30PM NeoLithica has developed a strategic production plan to start production of lithium products within
an accelerated 24-month timeline. NeoLithica’s two-stage commercialization schedule is designed to rapidly
place the company on the global stage as a sustainable producer of critical electric metal extracted from
western Canada’s formation brines. NeoLithica owns 260,000 hectares (1,005 sq. miles) of mineral permits in
the PREDA region containing highly prospective lithium brines.
LUNCH
12:30PM PRISM successfully acquired 5,440 hectares of additional mineral permits proximal to its Clear Hills
County project area in November 2021. The permits are prospective for poly-metallics and potentially for
lithium-bearing formation brines.
1:00PM - 2:00PM Membership Roundtable: Follow-Up / Next Meeting June 3rd, 2022 / Adjournment
Thank-you to our Meeting Host & Sponsor

